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Define linear pair with example

Key Curriculum Press can provide demonstration versions of geometer's sketch pad linked sketch pad demonstration of this conjecture The linear pair of angles is formed when two lines intersect each other at a single point. Angles are said to be linear if they are adjacent to each other after the intersection of the two
lines. The sum of the angles of a linear pair is always equal to 180°. Such angles are also known as extra angles. Adjacent corners are angles that have a common vertex. So, even here linear angles have a common vertex. In addition, there will be a common arm representing both corners. A real example of linear
torque is a scale that is placed against a wall, forming linear corners on the ground. Linearity represents one that is straight. So even here, linear angles are the one that forms in a straight line. The pair of adjacent corners here are built on a line segment, but not all adjacent angles are linear. So, we can also say, that
the linear pair of angles are the adjacent angles whose uni common arms are basically opposite rays. Explanation for linear pair of angles When the angle between the two lines is 180°, they form a straight angle. A straight angle is just another way to represent a straight line. A straight line can be displayed as a circle
with an infinite radius. A line segment is any portion of a line with two endpoints. In addition, a portion of any line with only one endpoint is called a radius. A line segment with A and B as two endpoints is represented as \(\overline{AB}\). The following figure represents an AB line segment, and the two arrows at the end
indicate a line. If an O point is brought anywhere in the AB line segment as shown, then the angle between the two line segments AO and OB is a straight angle that is 180°. Consider a \(\overrightarrow{OP}\) radius standing on the \(\overline{AB}\) line segment as shown: the angles formed in O are ∠POB and ∠POA. It
is known that the angle between the two line segments AO and OB is 180°. therefore, the angles ∠POB and ∠POA add up to 180°. Therefore, ∠POB + ∠POA = ∠AOB = 180° ∠POB and ∠POA are adjacent to each other and when the sum of adjacent angles is 180°, such angles form a linear pair of angles. The
above discussion can be referred to as an axiom. Also, read: Straight Lines Class 11 Lines and Angles Class 7 Lines and Angles Class 9 Axioms Axiom 1: If a ray is on a line, adjacent angles form a linear pair of angles. In the preceding figure, all line segments pass through point O as shown. because the oa radius is
located on the cd line segment the ∠aod and ∠aoc angles form a pair Similarly, ∠QOD and ∠POD form a linear pair, and so on. The opposite of the declared axiom is also true, which can also be referred to as the following axiom. Axiom 2: If two angles form a linear pair, then the un common arms of both form a
straight line. Figure 3 Adjacent angles with different sizes In the figure shown above, only the last represents a linear pair, since the sum of adjacent angles is 180°. Therefore, AB represents a line. The other two pairs of angles are adjacent but do not form a linear pair. They don't form a straight line. The two axioms
mentioned above form the axioms of linear pair and are very useful for solving various mathematical problems. Example Suppose that two ∠AOC and ∠ BOC form a linear pair at point O of an AB line segment. If the difference between the two angles is 60°. Then find both corners. Solution: Given, ∠AOC and ∠ BOC
form a linear pair So, ∠AOC + ∠ BOC =180° ......... (1) Also given, ∠AOC – ∠ BOC = 60° ......... (2) Adding eq. 1 and 2, we get; 2∠AOC = 180° + 60° = 240° ∠AOC = 240°/2 = 120° Time by putting the value of ∠AOC in equation 1, we get; ∠BOC = 180° – ∠AOC = 180° – 120° ∠BOC = 60° There is much more to learn
about lines and angles. To learn more about the properties of a couple of angles, download BYJU'S - The Learning App from the Google Play Store. To continue enjoying our site, we ask you to confirm your identity as a human being. Thank you very much for your cooperation. What is linear angle pair? Two angles form
a linear pair if they have; A common armA common vertexThe interiors do not overlapThe sum of two angles is 180°. Therefore, the linear pair of angles are adjacent angles whose uni communes arms are opposite rays. Note: All adjacent angles do not form a linear pair. From the figure above we can observe; OX and
OY are two opposite rays and ∠XOZ and ∠YOZ are adjacent angles. Therefore, ∠XOZ and ∠YOZ form a linear pair. If you measure ∠XOZ and ∠YOZ with the help of the protractor, you will find the sum of their measurements equal to 180 °. Therefore, the sum of the angles in a linear pair is 180°. Problems elaborated



on the linear pair of angles: In the given figure, ∠AOC and ∠ BOC form a linear pair if x - y = 60°, finds the value of x and y. Solution: Date x - y = 60° ............ (i) We know that, x + y = 180° ............ (ii) Addition (i) and (ii) 2x = 240° x = 240°/2 Therefore, x = 120° Since, x - y = 60°o, 120° - y = 60° o, 120° - 120° - y = 60° -
120° o, -y = -60° Therefore, y = 60° ● Lines and anglesReassible geometric conceptsClassification of related anglesSome geometric terms and resultsComparily complementary anglesComplemental and supplementary anglesAdjoining angles Linear pair of anglesAdmisso opposite angles Parallel linesVerse lineVerse
and transverse lines 7th degree mathematical problems 8th degree mathematical practice From linear pair of angles to home page Have you not found what you were looking for? you want to know more about math only. Use this Google Search to find what Need. Try this Drag the orange dot to M. In the preceding
figure, the two angles ∠JKM and ∠LKM form a linear pair. They are additional because they are always added to 180° and because they are adjacent, the two uni common legs form a segment of JKL straight line. Other angular topics General relations angle types angle (C) 2011 Copyright Math Open Reference. All
reserved rights A linear pair is a pair of adjacent corners formed when two lines intersect. In the figure, ∠ 1 and ∠ 2 form a linear pair. Then do ∠ 2 and ∠ 3, ∠ 3 and ∠ 4 and ∠ 1 and ∠ 4. The two angles of a linear pair are always additional, which means that their measurements add up to 180 °. .
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